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TODAY'S w ·EATl:iER
Partly cloudy through Friday
with
thundershowers
mainly
during the afternoon and· evening
hours. Low in lower 70s, high near
90. Easterly winds 10-15 mph butstronger and gusty near showers.
, Precipitation probability 60· per
cent today and 20 per cent tonight.
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Oracle photo by Russ Kerr

Three cars involved in an
accident yesterday at the
intersection of South Palm
and Oak Drives received an
i estimated $2,000 damage.
No injuries were received in
the mishap when a 1965
·oldsmobile, driven by
Marina Herema Hernandez,
3918½ N. Central Ave.,
reportedly turned onto Oak
Drive and collided with a
1970 Javelin. Hernandez
was charged with making
an "improper left turn."

Macl<ey's power voids constitutions
By Ray. Wolf
Oracle Staff W rit€r
In a declarative statement of
power made yesterday to Mark
Adams, Student Government
(SG) president, USF Pres.
Cecil Mackey, , asserted hisright to have · final say on all
matters involving constitutionality at USF.
When asked, "Can "you
change · anything on this
campus called a constitution at

your discretion?" Mackey
replied, "Unless it has been
approved . by the ~oard of
Regents--! would say yes." .
The meeting stemmed from
a , decision handed down
Monday by Roger Coe, SG
chief justice, which declared a
student referendum invalid
because it had not been
approved by the University
President.
·
In the decision Coe said,
1

When questioned on the
"This court does not insist that
the Student Government Student constitution Mackey
constitution is an absolute said, "In the leg.al sense of the
I don't
right. But once the University word 'constitution,'
.
.
it
as
a
President has granted the right recognize
constitution-it
is
part
·of
of constitution, that right rnn
· student discipline."
not be withdrawn."
Coe based SG arguments on
Adams and Coe asked for the
rrieeting to establish common the fact that form_er USF Pres.
ground - between the John Allen recognized the SG
administration and SG on the constitution as a constitution.
question _of
student Coe noted that by virtue of
. Allen's presidential approval,
sovereignty.
Mackey must now also
1
recognize the SG constitution.
Mackey replied, "That is a
· misconception of administrative authority."
Coe insisted, "The fact that
the University has called it a
constitution makes it a
with Busch Gardens' main bus constitution." "No it doesn't:"
line to downtown Tampa.
Mackey answered .
Buses will also swing around
In justifying his stand
past the new Veteran's Mackey explained, "I know of
Hospital,
University no power that I have, or
Community Hospital and anybody in the University had,
Fon~ana and Dt?oto Hall_s.
that altows me to establish a
Ahedo indicated that the constitution."
servic<:: will · consist of air
After the hour-long meeting,
conditi,oned,
29-passenger Adams said He was displeased
minibuses.
_ with Mackey's views . "It isn't
our intention to percipitate a
cns1s, although it appears
· possible we may have one
thrust upon us by the
The deadline for both degree administration," Adams said:
and non-degree seeking
"I'm going to discu_ss this
students to apply for entrance
with other student leaders
to USF for Qtr. 1 classes is
before taking any ·action. I
Aug. 18.
would rather solve the problem

Cal11pus niinibus shuttle
may begin service in fall
By Tom Palmer•
0 racle Staff Writer
A_ "minibus" shuttle service
oh campus and off to
surrounding areas may begin
service this fall if proposed
administrative plans for the
system are finalized.

University
utility roads
cha.i ned-off
Campus vehicles · illegally
using University service roads
designed for vendors and
maintenance vehicles only have
caused University Police to
chain-off all servi_ce entrances
until further notice.
University Police Chief Jack
I?rehle
said
unauthorized
vehicles have been driving on _
the services roads, especially
around- the dormitory areas,
and tearing up the grass. Prehle
also noted the possible hazard
to pedrestrian traffic that a
highly traveled service road
could cause.
If a driver drives around the
chained gates and is caught by
University Police, he will be
issued a moving violation
which will require him - to
appear in Tampa Municipal
,Court.
The decision -to chain service
road entrances came thr-ough a
JOmt agreement betw een
University Police, Housing,
Student Affairs, Chairman
James Garner of the Traffic
Commission.

Vice
Pres.
for
Administrative Affairs A.C.
,Hartley wi_ll meet today with
Don Anderson fr o·m
University Planning to discuss
the possibility of establishing
the shuttle service.
Anderson said he has already
contacted two California .firms
about the possibilities for using
trams .or minibuses.
Last week he also conducted
"lengthy" . meetings
with
Harry Orr, director of parking
and transportation for the City
of Tampa, in which they
discussed the possibility of an
experimental shuttle, using the
city's bus system, he added.
Details . on funding the
shuttles were withheld by
system planners pending the
outcome of the feasibility
meeting.
Other than saying that
approximately 32 buses will be
involved in the service,
Anderson declined to comment
further until meeting with
Hartley today.
·
Frank Ahedo, transit
supervisor for Tampa· Bus
Lines, said, ''We have the buses .
ready to go," but added that the
University has not committed ·
itself yet.
_However, Ahedo did say
that University officials had
reacted favorably to the
proposai and that bus routes
and times have l>een planned in
anticipation
of beginning
operations this fall.
If implemen_ted, Ahedo said
the routes will include not only
mtra-campus
transportation ·
but also connect th€ campus

Qtr~ .1 entrance
deadline nears

on our campus, rather than
going state-wide," he
continlJed.
"If Pres. Mackey doesn't
change,his views, I'm prepared
to go to the Board of Regents
through an organization such
as the State Council of Student
Bo.dy Presidents/1 Adams said.
In reference to other
conversation he has had with
Mackey on this subject Adams
said, "We can't talk with Pres.
Mackey--we want to but can't.
As soon as we get his positi9n,.
they turn around and say 'you
misunderstood us, this is really
what we -meant'." ··
Coe rei:narked after the
meet..ing, ''The position of
Pres. Mackey as we unde-rstand
it is potentially destructive to
constitutionalism
m
state
universities. "
Sotirios Barber, instructor of
political science and faculty
advisor to SG pointed out one
bright spot in Mackey's
position, "This leaves the door
open to giving SG f~ll
c ons .tit u ti on al ism
by .
submitting it to the Board of
Regents."
_
'To clear up the problem of
misunderstanding each others
views, ·SG will submit specific
written questions to Mackey
on his views of a constitution
for SG.
Mackey promised to answer
_the questions in a written reply.

When Johnny comes marching home
Johnny Unitas, left, leads the way as
the Baltimore Colts officially opened
their first season workout before 200
spectators yesterday .at the U SF soccer

·,..-----......

.,..-....._

0

Oracle photo by Bill Phillips

field. The Colts, which .wi.11 be in town
until Sept. 2, are residing in DeSoto Hall:
See story on page 7.
.,. .
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Anti-war vet refuses tO aid ·jury
[State,

TALLAHASSEE (UPI)-A member of Vietnam
Veterans Against the War
(VV AW), accused
of
contempt of a federal grand
jury, said yesterday he feels a
"moral and legal obligation"
not to help the jury investigate
an alleged .VV AW plot to
disrupt the Natio.nal
Republican Convention.
Robert Wayne Beverly, 27,

of Austin, Tex., said there .
never was any conspiracy to
yiolently disrupt the national
nominating · conventions, and
accused the federal go'vernment
of launching a "fishing
expedition" designed to
.Shooting Case Filed
discredit VV AW and keep the ..
.
.,. . ·.. ,
anti-war veterans away from
ASHEVILLE,N.C.(UPI)_~,.
President
Nixon'' s - The
U . S.
Justice
renomination.
Department's Civil Rights
Division has entered the case of

··

Rap

.

North Carolina's western
district, said FBI agents i'n
North Carolina and Florida
were interviewing witnesses to
the · shooting of William ·
Altland, 20, of Clea;water.

I

Up

Baach Appointed·

a young Florida camper shot to

death at;t Yancy County U.S.
TALLAHASSEE (UPl)-Forest ·service campground,.
Gov.
Reub in Askew appointed
the U.S. attorne;y here
Maurice· K. Baach of Tampa
confirmed yesterday.
Keith S. Snyder, attorney for. yesterday to ~erve on the·
Hillsborough County
Commission during the
suspension of Rudy
Rodrigu~z.

labor ·n.e utral .on Nov. eJection
WASHING TON (UPl)The · AFL-CIO Executive
Council, long a bulwark · of
Democratic political strength,
followed Pres. George M.
Meaney's wishes yesterday
and voted not to endorse either
Sen . George S. McGovern or
Richard M. Nixon in this
year's election.
· In a "plague on both your
houses" statement, Meany told
newsmen after the council
action: "I will not endorse, I
will not support-and I will not
vote for Richard · Nixon as
President. I will not.endorse, I
will not support and I will not

world Wide
J
1.___'Rap
-~~f"~·Up'
·~

vote for George McGovern for
President."

TV, Hopefully

announced yesterday that
4,800 men will be drafted -in
September and the highest
lottery number to be called will ·
be 75, the same as in August.

Berlin Wall to Move

REYKJAVIK (UPI)Organizers- of ~he Boris
· Spassky-Bobby Fischer world
chess .championship yesterday
said they. hoped television
cameras would be back in the
hall for today's fifth"game.

BERLIN (UPl)-East and
West.Germans yesterdy agreed
to a small move of the Berlin
Wall that was seen as a sign of
improved relations between the
two powers. ·

September Draft

Advisers Leave

WASHINGTON (UPl)The Selective Service•System

By Onited Press
Soviet military advisers were

Press gu-ild official defends
endorsement of McGovern .
~

/

\

WASHINGTON (UPI)-- and objectivity of the people
N ewspaper Guild .Pres.
who convey the news of the
Charles A. Perlik Jr . . said
country and the world to the
yesterday he wou Id be
public against anything Barry
delighted to defend his
Goldwater can say · against
endorsement of Sen. George S.
them."
.
McGovern for President,
~spite new attacks on his
decision from inside and
outside the union.
Perlik commented after Sen.
TAMPA
(UPl)-When
Barry M. Goldwater, R-Ariz.,
young
James
Koski
w~lked up
told the Senate the public "has a
to the reception desk at St. right to know a . lot mort
Joseph's Hospital h~ was .
about" the endorsement.
handcuffed to . his pregnant
And Clark - MacGreg.or,
wife, Gloria.
. President Nixon's re-election
The 20-year-old mechanic
campaign director, _called the
explained to startled nurses
move "ill advis~d." He urged
Tuesday night that his wife
Guild members to demand a
was about to have their child
referendum
on
the
endorsement.
and he wanted to make sure he
Perlik said: "We will be · could watch. This way, he
delighted to have a fullairing of figured, there was no way they
our endorsement ... . we'll be could get him out of the
delighted to air for the benefit delivery room while the baby
of the American people the was born..
Hospital officials tried to talk
. retrogressive
impact that
President Nixon's economic him out of the plan, but he
policy has had on our refused. As the birth became
membership ang on the
workingmen and women
as::ross. the country.

Perlik endorsed McGovern
last Thursday-~the day after he
was nominated:-on authority
_voted to him by the Guild's
convention two weeks before
th at.
·

Handcu·f fed .husband
Vl(~nted to watch birth
imminent, frustrated · nurses
called the police.
Three officers. arrived and
offered Koski.a deal.
Koski agreed and told t~em
the keys to the handcuffs were
in his truck in the hospital
parking ·lot. The cuffs were
removed and 10 minutes later
Koski stood a few paces away,
looking on as his wife gave
birth to a healthy eight-pound,
six-ounce baby girl.
The officers, who remained
in the room to make sure Koski
did not get excited and try to
get too close while ·the baby
was born, then· left without,
filing any charges.

FINAL WE·EK

"We'll be delighted to point
out that . Nixon's four appointees to . the Supreme
Court constitured 80 per cent
of the majority which voted
three weeks ago to erode the
First Amendment of the
constitution by holding that
news personnel have no
constitutional privilege ·'to
withhold disclosure of their
sources of information .
"And finally we will be
delighted to defend the fairness
0

Ruling May Reverse

.reponed .pouring out 9f Egypt
yesterday and Moscow spoke
out on the "go home" orders
by President Anwar Sadat.

TALLAHASSEE (UPI)-The U.S. Supreme Court's
ruling afiainst capital
punishment was characterized
The Soviet news agency by such "individualistic and
Tass said the withdrawal of ·divergent" opinions of all nine
justices that it could be· easily
15,000-20 ,000 Ru·ssian
advisers had been agreed upon • reversed on rehearing, Florida
by both governments because Supreme Court Justice B. K.
Roberts said yesterday.
the group "has completed its
functions."

GRAND OPENING

All STUDENTS
Receive
Special
Discounts

-Pepsi Boycott Called

At
MENARD PAWN AND
GIFT SHOP
14038 N. FLOR'IDA AVE.
PHONE 935-7743

ATLANTA
(UPl)-'q'he
Metropolitan Atlanta Summit
· Leadership Conference, a civil
rights organization, called a
boycott of Pepsi-Cola
yesterday, alleging discrimination against blacks.
·

FREE
GIFT TO ALL VISITORS
Bu)'., Sell and Trade

~-------------------~

I~
•

I

~

· II

I

SCUBA DAY CLASSES

B~ginning Thurs., July 20 : CERTIFICATION
with Own Equipment - s35 : IN YMCA, .PADI,
with Our Equipment - 540 : SSI, SSDA . .

E,~s,or'

,4l~J7;?-

·--------------------THE DOORWAY TO FASHION
LEADS TO

. ·

II
10024 N. 30th ST .
(Next to Busch Gardens)
Phone: 971-2494

HIK
·

'

'

I

Moving To

1 2303 N ·. ·N ebraska
(between Fowler & Fletcher)

½ block E. of 56th St. on Fowler

--1:

. _.,. II
I.
t
..
I
I
_
of Tampa
, ~.:,_"" I
I·
I
I
Morin~ M. Lovej~y .' Pres., Al Faulkner. t en. Mgr.. Mosltr Drivtr
I
I 7400 NEBRASKA AVE, PH . 2~4 - 1101-'.136-~776 COMPlETE DIVER'S NEEDS
I
.

At . Present Location

.FOWLER A VE.
BOOKSTORE

I_

COME IN AND SEE OUR
GREAT SELECTION OF
"HAPPY LEGS~' TODAY!
....

V
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a ble
Socia-I g·r ants avail·
-·
.

By Tom Palmer
·Oracle Staff W rite.r
Three $1,000 grants wilr be
available this fall for minority
srudents wishing to pursue
careers in social and
rehabilrtative services.
Tnese grants are part of a
$13,600 grant from · the
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare (HEW)
aimed at recruiting minority
applicants . .
Dr. Calvin M. Pinkard USF
I
Rehabiliqi"tion
St~dies
Program director, said very

----------***·---------...!'Ourfocus is on trainin°g'pr~fessional C(lUnselors to deal with

.

persons--culrurally, emotionally, educationally · and physically, he said.

all types of ~{lfldicapped persons-~ culturally, emotionally,
educationally {lfld physically."
.
·
Dr. Pinkard . added that the
-- Calvin M. Pinkard ·bulk of the caseload is made up
prof!,tam director of people with · personal

___________. ;. **·* -·---------few members of mmonty
groups are in the · program
which curre.ntly contains 92
srudents.

minorities, Dr. Pinkard said
having professionals from
minority groups is a definite
adva!}tage.

Since much of the work m
this area is done with

"Our _focus, is on -traming
professional counselors to deal

Howell _meets
with coUnCil
.
in effort-to • broaden,, SG
;,

0

By Bill Nottingham
Oracle Staff Writer
In what he called an effort to
"broaden the base of srudent
governn-ient," Vice Pres. for
Stu..dent Affairs D-r .JoeHowell
me,t with the college council
presidents last Monday for the
first of their summer meetings.
The Srudent Government
'
according to _How~ll,_is more
involved with "grandiose"
things and is not-as close to the
srudents as ·the councils are.
Howell added that he is not
"putting down" Student
Government but that more·
input to · administrators is
needed. _He stressed that " I in
no way intend to cut off
' communications with the SG.:'
_ Howell suggested to _Eli d
council presidents that SG
Pres. Mark Adams_be asked to

-tO minorities

Joe Howell

-~- SG 'gr(lfldiose'
attend the furure meetings .to
insure an air of cooperation
between the college councils
and SG.
T he feasibility of a college
council newsletter, giving
general council news and

information, was· also discussed .at the mee.ting.
Howell said not enough
srudents know what is going·
_on · in their respective coileges
and a newsletter would provide
better communication between
srudents and the councils.
· The newsletter, written and
edited by c ouricil members, ·
would _run as an insert in The
Oracle and be paid for out of
council budgets.
The council publication
would in no way attempt to
compe.te with The Oracle for
" h_ard news," said Howell; it
would
only _ provide
inf~>rmation
dealing
with
general college activities and
council business, he said.

adjustment problems who go
for treatment at any of over 900
private and public instirutions
in the country . .

.,,

to enter into a master's program
in USF's rehabilitation studies
program.
According to Dr. Pinkard,
the current program at USF
provides courses and seminars
1
on campus w hich are
complemented _by spending
either a few hours or an entire
day in the community where
rehabilitative
services are
offered.

"There are two jobs for
every master's graduate I get,"
_Although the program is
he said, adding that there will
now - limited to seniors, Dr.
be a "good" demand for at least
Pinkard said · he expects to
the next 10 years.
~x_pand to i!"lclude juniors by ·
To qualify for these ,grants, 1973-74 and to make further
students must be a senior (135 expansions as funds become
hours) and have~ serious desire available.

GI home loans may be nixed
Odell Vaughn, director of
the Veteran's Administration
Regional Office in -St. ·
Petersburg, announced that
Congress
recently passed
· legislation abolishing deadlines
for GI home loans.
This decision affects
400,000 Fl9rida -veterans,
including those who served 1n
Wo~ld War II or Korea by
·re__yiving their eligibilty and

mcreasmg their benefits to
$12,500.
In this manner, a veteran
who once used-the GI· loans can
reapply for an amount equar to
the difference between the
amount already used and the ·
new entitlements . .
Vaughn also announced that
interest rates have been reduced
to 7 percent from an earlier rate
of _
8.5 per cent.

GRISSETT Mus·1c·
GUITARS
· SHEET MUSIC
ACCESSORIES

REPAIR
AMPLIFIERS
P.A. EQUIPMENT
Ph. 988-1419·

INSTRUCTION
GUITAR

WUSF to. repo·rt
Bay Ca_mpus hews
A new channel o.f
commun ication between the
USF Bay Campus and · the
Tampa Campus has been opened . by radio station WUSF, according to program
manager Dave Dial.Ron Sicotte, manager of the
Bay Campus coffeehouse, the
Mushroom; will · periodically
be sending Bay Campus news
and annquncements to WUSF ,
to be aired as a pu~lic service .
Recently, Dial complained
about an article written in The
Oracle July 6, reporting that
through what seemed to be
WUSF 's neglect, Sicotte wasunable to obtain a puplic
service announcement for the
M ushroo·m. · The article
incorrectly reported . the
Mushroom was selling Tshirts m exchange for

advertising on station WFSO;
the T -shirts were donated.
Dial said he felt the s;ory was
unfair to WUSF. The article
made WUSF appear to be
refusing time to Sicotte, said
Dial, but actually, the
information request was
accidentally misplaced .
WUSF has always been a
public service-oriented station,
Dial continued, and serves over
2 :5 million people in a, 13
county area.
Sicotte was given a tape on
which ·he was to record
Mushroom advertisemen~s and
Bay Campus news, but as of
y esterda·y, -he had not
responded.
-Dial ·said the frequency of the
Bay Campus announ tements
will depend upon how much ·
information Sicotte can give
the station.

·ijt)NtJA -~ f~L~G-E
SALES - SERVlct - PARTS

~
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11111 It's the real thing. CQl<e.

MONDAY 9 TC> c,
CLOSED SUNDA Ys
WEEKD.AYS 9 TIL 6

Of Saying T ha nks

.

_The weekend. And -you've_got a little time
to spend : Any way you want. 'Good times,
good-friends. And Coca-:Cola to help
make it great.
·
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University administration

PSC favorite: a tax shaft for public

0

.To paraphrase a curtent movie
theme:
· They've done it before,
They're back with more,
It's the public utilities big score.
And the public again gets the shaft.
The Public Service Commission
(PSC) is allowing Gulf Power Corp. (a
wholly owned subsidiary of an outof-state corporation) to pass-on its
entire Corporate Profits Tax to the
consumer. The same privilege will be
given to other utilities.
Gov. Askew is right in urging the
PSC to reverse its position. In light of
their historical indifference to
consumers, legislative action may be
needed.
In taking this action the PSC and
Gulf Power are demonstr:ating an
appaling lack of regard for the public
interest.
Askew said the action "violate~ the _
spirit of tax reform'.' .Given the flippant
attitude and proportion of the move it
. looks more like it was completely
ravished.
.
.
The Governor noted there are two
' basic errors in the decision. It does not
consider a 48-per cent fed~ral tax

Yetbe claims the reason forthe PSC' s hiring specialists in the economy to
existence is to protect the consumer - document their demands. Everybody is
"the one and only reason." In view of well represented exceptthepeoplewho
·
the facts the veracity of such a statement pay the bills. ·
What is needed is a public advocate to
must be questioned.
Inflation · may be running rampant represent the consumer.
Recent reform legislation would have
like a mad dog but this record (a rate
increase every nine days) borders on the created such a public counsel but it was
killed by massive utility lobbying.
ludicrous if not criminal.
Business Regulation Committee
House
has
Shevin
Robert
Attorney General
stated some rate increases "smack of Chairman William Andrews charged
larceny." It is interesting to note some -tne PSC with "acting in concert with
the utility lobbyists."
of the ways utilities have curbed
Such legislation would leave the PSC
expenses.
with only the role of judge. It has ·
Florida Power Corp. recently gave
received much criticism for playing a
its president a 136 percent raise. It has a
role of judge and public defender.
dual
is
Included
pending.
hike
million
$19
Yarborough has a stock reply to the
their corporate tax pass-on.
Over a three-year period Southern ... frequent criticisms of the commission.
Bell Co. raised its board chairman's He labels them "uncalled for and
salary from $90,000 to $140,000 while . un.fair" or "politically motivat~.'·'
He says a consumer advocate would
receiving rate hikes of $68 million.
be "detrimental" to the public because
Tampa Electric got an $1.1 million
they would always be arguing against
increase. Executive salaries were raised
rate increases.
26 per cent. .
Also Yarborough feels the PSC then
By and large, utilities operate as
would "never get credit for anything."
absolute monopolies. There is no
The people of Florida should not
pressure of competition to cunail their
have to tolerate such arrogance and
seemingly inalienable right to rate
irresponsibility from an elected public
mcreases.
official.
They spend huge sums of money in

allowance to the utility for its
corporation tax and it is based on a
hypothetical rather than proven tax
burden. But mainly the Governor · is
opposing it on ethical grounds.
The ruling would eyentually shift
back to the consumer $6-million of the
$32-million in household utility taxes
which were recently cut back.
There is no reason why management
and shareholders should not bear the
major portion of the tax. It is their
profits and their tax. I twas not intended
to be a sales tax, to be passed on directly
to the consumer.
An alarming, aspect of the pass-on
was the markedly inadequate consumer
representation.
_ PSC Chairman Jess Yarborough
admitted there was "virtually no
diss~ussion" of the matter. He stated it
was a "foregone conclusion" the
utilities would be allowed to do this.
Perhaps the main issue here is the
PSC, an ,agency that professes to be a
_
protector of the public interest.
In the two and one-half years
Yarborough has been chairman, 100 of
109 rate increase requests have been
approved, in full or in pan.

TOWING THE PARTY "LINE",,,
A5 PRES \\)Et--..lT,
I AM ASK\NG Cot-.lC::>R.E55
-ro R\SE A.BOVE PAtz:f\SA.\J
·1 t,JTE~STS 1"0 5ERVE
NAT\0)\!A.L

Minibuses may cure
maxi-transit illness

I.JO ,,e
:iYL,E,-s;,e.
HOPING
'T

s,,.J,..V.

"t)M\N\~

!·

0
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USF officials finally may be moving
toward .a partial solution to the critical
parking problem on campus.
service to areas
mi.nibus
A
surrounding the campus is being
considered. The plan tentatively calls
for 3 2 buses to travel within se~eral
miles of the campus where surveys have
already indicated more than 50 per cent
of students ·and faculty lives.
If the price is right, schedules
adequate and myriad other details are
worked out, then the plan could go a
long way toward eliminating the need
for paving more and more acres for
·
__../ parking lots.
The plan could make major shopping
areas and downtown Tampa available

Letters

0

Edit(Jl''s note:
The f ollowin!{·letter refers to the cost promul!{atio,i'·
statement under the masthead which projects the cost of
each copy of The Oracle at nine cents. The statement is
required in all state publi;ations,with a circulation in
excess of JOO, in accordance with a recently passed state
statute. Since 40 per cent of the cost of The Oracle is
-produced by student !{enerated advertisin!{ revenue,
actual cost to .t~e student for an ei!{ht, I 2 or I 6 pa!{e
paper is five cents. By contrast, the four ,Pa!{e, 81/z by
I I inch weekly Faculty "Intercom " cost six cents per
copy. We refer John Be/deres to the Student Finance
Committe;

.

The Oracle was to "disseminate ne~ws to
the stUdents, staff and faculty" I was
· wondering if I am therefore e'ntitled to a
. copy. If so, . I request that you
discontinue publication of my copy and
-send reimbursement to me.

there is no, h~pe that if the Republican
administration is re-elected it would
take O Cecil M. Mackey back · to
Washington, With his record at USF
being what it is there is no chance of
Mackey la11,ding at another university.
So mfr only hope is for the Democrats to
John Peter Belderes, Jr. get back in power. .
"If Mackey stays at this University it
4EGR
will soon be ruined beyond repair. Just
one more bureaucrat in Washington
could not do great deal of harm to the
Editor:
All good USF citizens should come country.
So, all good . students, faculty
to the aid of our University by
o Editor:
supporting the Democratic . candidate members, alumni and friends of USF,
I wish to thank The Oracie for · for President, Sen. George McGovern. · come to the aid of our university by
informing the public of the cost of its
Since it was President . Nixon 's voting for George McGovern for
publication. I had no idea that those
administration that turned the current President. This 1s our only hope for
little 8-page tabloids cost 9¢ each.
- Gary Lyons
president of USF loose upon an survival.
Since you stated that the purpose of
4 MKT
unsuspecting Florida'Board of Regents,

·g cents too much

George, save

uSF

a

.

0

students who live on or ne:(r the
isolated USF .campus.
An unexpected benefit of the plan
may be to take some of the fearless bike
riders (who have no other means Qf
transportation) off the busy roads near
USF since it appears unlikely that
county or school administrators intend
to do anything about creating bike
paths. ·
If such a proposal is feasible USF
officials should work quickly to iron
out the details m time for ' the· Fall
quarter.
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USF pro f paves
-wa_y for cha nge
•
•
•
high s
education interns majoring _in
middle school education who
have ,to teach in ·junior high
schools in Hillsborough
Efforts by lJSF Prof. Dr.
County, Dr. Bondi continued.
Joseph Bondi and others to
Another problem in this mix
transform "defunct" rumor
of concepts between interns
high schools into middle
and schools is the fact that
s~hools have put Florida in the
while junior high schools
v,anguard of change m
contain grades 7-9, middle
secondary education.
schools have grades 6-8.
Having served as a teacher
A}so, teachers will be
agd an administrator in a junior
accredited for middle schools
high school fn •· six_years befoi:~
and the schools themselves will
coming to USF i!l 1965, ·Dr.
have accreditation standards by
Bondi is familiar with the
1974, he continued. ·
problems of these schools and,
He said gradual changes,-in
more important, the problems
state policy in Florida and
of students.
elsewhere were caused by the
"This is the first I • big
wide dissatisfaction with the
breakthrough we've had in
way junior high schools were_
secondary education," he said.
failing to meet the needs of that
Middle schools are different
age
group.
from the traditional junior high
- "They- are the most diverse
schools in that they offer more
group of youngsters in the
choices in courses and
generally allow students more · school system," he said ,
emphasizing that their special
flexibility , he said.
problems of emotional and
"The emphasis is on the kids,
physical maturation
not rigid structure," he
were
targely ignored in the past.
continued, adding that the old
"We needed a program to
model with its emphasis on
allow them to explore as many
such things as competitive
act1v1t1es as possible," he
sports and - its lack of
curriculum was unsatisfactory.
continued, saying that middle
schools meet this requirement.
Now, he said, middle schools
The reason the old system
students
are ·be'ing encouraged
was unsatisfactory is because it
did not allow for the personal · to produce sho ws, newspapei:s,
radio programs and news
development of the students, he
magazines
iri an effort to
said.
provide an outlet for their
"This sort of school was riot
creativity while teaching them
meeting tne gap between
basic skills in reading, writing
childhood and adolescence," he
and arithmetic.
concluded.
Dr. Bondi said that Florida
Since the program began in
has been a leader in middle
the mid-l 960's, the number of
schools during the past five
Florida schools adopting the
years and many out-of-state
middle school concept is no~
observers are expected to
over 100, according to Dr.
attend a state meeting on
Bondi.
middle schools Sept. 28-29 at
He said, however, that in
USF.
Hillsborough County and
He said the conference will
other ·urb,an
areas this
include representatives from
transition is not occurring even
each of Florida's 67 counties
though surrounding counties
and representatives . from the
have adopted the plan.
, This presents a problem for
various state agencies
concerned with education.

.THE .·
1#-FASHIOII·
STORE

By Tom Palmer.,
Oracle Staff Writer·

TODAY:
Gregg Methods
Conference; 8 a.m., UC 158,248,
251, 252, 255, & 256 . BIS
Luncheon, noon,
UC
256 .
Activities Mart, 7 p .m., UC 252.
Jam Session, 8:30 p.m., Empty
Keg.
FRIDAY:
Gregg
Methods
Conference, 8 a.m .. UC 158, 248.
251, 252, 255, 256, & ENA .
Chess Night, 7 p.m ., UC 251.
Movie, "Good Guys & Bad Guys,"
8 p.m .. LAN 103. UCPC Dance, 9
p.m .. UC 248 .
SATURDAY: Movie, "Good
Guys & Bad Guys," 8 p.m., LAN
103.
SUNDAY and
MONDAY:
Activities Mart, 7 p .m .• UC 252 .
Jam Session, 8:30 p.m., Empty
Keg .
.
'TUESDAY:
Vocational &
Educationat Guidance, 9 a.m ., UC
200 . Activities Mart, 7 p.m., UC
252. Jam Session, 8:30 P,,m.,
Empty Keg .

CO-OP EDUCATION
Friday:
July 21 Gtr. 1
worksheets due for those on
training period outside Tampa Bay
. Area. •Worksheet and registration
fee due for all students on a double
training period Qtrs 4 and 1 no
matter where the location. The
following cities and counties are
considered the Tampa Bay Area:
St. Petersburg, Clearwater, Largo,
Lutz,
Bradenton,
Sarasota,
Lakeland, Bartow, Gibsonton and
Pinellas, Hillsborough, Polk,
Ma _
n atee, Sarasota, Pasco
Counties. If you live in an_y of the
above mentioned
cities or
counties, then ·you are responsible
for registering yourself.

Wednesday, July 26 Career
Planning Session, in SOC 127 at 2
p.m .- All students interested in the
Co-op Program are invited to
attend.

NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER

WESTSHORE PWA

DOWfUOWN; 705 FRANKLIN ST.
BRITTON PWA SHOPPING CENTER

''FLARES''

Super Flares of "Brushe d Denim"
1n Fall tones of Navy, · Grape, Camel,
Bergund y, Green and Ru st

7.99

It's easy to be fashion able ... just charge il! -

CtAS SIFIE D ADS

$1

;.
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Golf course--maturity -at ag~ fi.v e
By Ron Mumme
Oracle Sports Writer
The monster. has matured.
Yes, .USF Golf Course has
grown up.
The monster of a course -thatt
has brought even the best of
golfers to his knees will be a
mature five years old Oct. 2.
"This course has come of age
quicker and with less pains than
any other course I've ever
· seen," said Wes Bemer, the
deeply tanned,. gray-haired
col_lrse professional. "I think
maybe we're a year or a year
and a half ahead of-schedule."
But according to Berner, the
course's quick progress was no
accident.
"It's due mostly -to the
devotion and the effort of the
maintenance crews," he said.
"I've really appreciated their
fine work. Also, we've gotten a
great deal of support from the
administration and the physical
plant."
With the pro shop finished iri
late 1969 and the cart storage
· and maintenance building
following in February of this
year, the course is near total
COmJ:!letion.
"It's going to t-akeabouttwo
more years oflittlechangesand
improvements until we cati call ·
our course complete,,,- said
Berner.

-

Oracle photo by Russ Kerr

Scenic 1.4th h9le at USF Golf Course

. . .49 6-yd. par five is one of ihe t(JU9:.hest
Currently, _crews are paving
several of the course's cart
paths. But improvements are
not what USF's golf course is
mostnoted for.
It's narrow fairways and ·
elevated greens demand
precision for practically every
shot: .
·
.
"I think it's one of the
toughest courses in Florida,"
Berner said. "k puts a real
premium on accuracy for both
the first and second shot."
The relatively poor course
record of 68 1s no fluke and

Masterson gets
second chance
USF Judo star Tom
Masterson·, who last month
was apparently knocked out of
, any chance for a spot on .the
U .S: Olympic: Judo team, still has a hope of making the squad.
In the· AAU meet-Olympic
trials held late in June,
Masterson finished a strong
second in his 15 4-pound
weight
class,
but
unfortunately, only the winner
· of each class was authorized to
attend · the 1972 ·summer
Olympics at Munich,
· Germany.
However, prior to the trials, .
• the participating judokas had
agreed that each of the
contestants would face their
opponents at feast twice,
mostly for the purpose of
O

Tournament set

televising the contests. But
during the meet, many of the
judokas faced an opponent
only once.
Masterson .. and others
brought a protest · against the
AAU asking fortheentir~ 154pound competmon to be
redone. The AA U complied
.with the request and a new
tournament has been
rescheduled.
The rerun is now slated to be
held July 30-Aug. 5 m
D.C. with
Washington,
Masterson, a third degree black
bel! (kodokan sandan), and the
other top three finishers in the
154-pound class going head to
head. The wmner of that.meet
will go to Munich.
Masterson , is currently
participating . in the World
University Games in London
along with another Brahman
judoka, Tom Rigg.

according to Berner, " reflects
the toughness of the course."
He added, "You could count
the rounds under 70 here on
surely two hands and maybe
even one. "
The reasons for its toughness
are obvious.
Gaping•sand traps, clumps of
impassable cyprus swamp and
thick pine forests can S\3/:allow
an errant shot quicker than you
can say "fore."
That's not to mention the
course's most infamous feature
that can be found on ten of th_e
18 holes--watei.
. The water .that has been
cursed by almost every goJfer
to play USF was in the early
years, is soundly cursed by the
maintenance crews.
During the rniny summers,
periodic flooding of the nearby
Hillsborough River would'
shut down play on many holesof the par 72 course. Ironically,
on opening day, Oct. 2, 196 7,
only nine holes were playable
due to the flooded situation.
Once several areas. were under
water for a period of _21 days .
Even in the best conditions,
many o( the fairways were
invariably soggy during the
summer months.
But water problems are
virtually a thing of the past
now. "With the drainage
system we've worked out and
the suction pump we've ·
installed we can handle - the

minor flood·s," said Bemer.
"Last year we had five without
having to close any part of the
course."

I

In fact, the links are
beginning to suffer sl,ightly
because of the lack of rainfall in
the bay. area. "It's either too
much water or not enough ,"
smiled Bemer. "That's the c;ry
of a greenskeeper."
But still, the course is in
. excellent shape. "Two weeks
ago," - rema-rked Berner ,
"during the FSGA junior
tournament the course was in
the best shape it's ever been in."
And a well-cared for golf
course means a prosperous golf ,
course.
"We've just finished our
most successful year
playwise," said Bemer. "We
started the course with seven
carts. Now we have 30 and a
need for ten more."We've come.
a long way ."
Indeed they haye. So golfers, .
beware: The monster is full
grown.

MONOGRAMS
Needlepoint Yarn & Bags

KINGCOM_E'S T~IMMINGS
11615 Florida Ave. at Fowler

Ph. 935-8-1-68

Henry's
Complete Foreign and Domestic
Car Repair and Service

FAST SERVICE
28 Years Experience
All Makes, All Models

Phone 971-9161

13614 Nebraska~ Tampa

SPOTLESS CLEANERS

-

YOU T90, CAN ENJOY THE HIGHEST·

STANDARD OF QUALITY
COUNT ON · SPOTLESS TO
-DELIVER THE BEST
CRAFTMANSHIP AT
COMPsTITIVE ·PRICES
SPECIAL:

~-

San1tone
. Crrtjirrf Mosler D(_ll(lronrr

·8 lbs. of budget
DRY CLEANING for
(Good o.nly University Plaza Plant)

21

for USF alumni
LUTZ PAINT

USF's ~mf'ual alumni four ball · -golf tournament has been
&
scheduled for Saturday, Aug /
5, at the USF golf course,
BODY SHOP
announced Alumni Pres. J .L.
Richard.
T-he tourney begins at 11 :30
a.m. aqd has an entry fee of $5
for alumni and their guests.To .,
be eligible, all golfers should
present evidence of an ·
established h~ndicap from
some golf course.
Alumni wishing to arrange
groupings should contact golf '
907 EAST 129th
pro Wed Berner at ext. 2071 or ·
AVE.
2125 by Aug. 1.
.___________
..

French Fries .

The Hamburger:

'EM!
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Colts begin workouts
h eavy rains
despite _
By Dave Moormann
_Oracle Sports Editor

::-

Oracle photo by Bill Phillips ,

The 'Old Pro'
.. : Another season ahead for Unitas

New experience
for Thomas--·t alent
There's a ne'\1/ face among
the Baltimore Colts this year.
He's Joe Thomas, ohe of the
best dealers in the National
Football League.
In his two previous general
managerial jobs at Minnesota
and Miami, Thomas' trades
helped make those· teams into
the powerhouses they are now.
Thomas was with the
Vikings at their conception in
1960. No earthshaking moves
were pulled off, but Thomas
helped the team through their
growing pains and shaped them
for the future .'
Then, inSeptemberof'65,he
left the Vikings to go to
another expansion club, the
Miami Dolphins. There he
made some of the best deals the
game of football has ever seen.
As soon as he arrived ,
Thomas went to work. In the
· · 1966 -college draft he choose
quarterback Bob Griese out of
Purdue. Had not Steve
Spurrier of Florida, that year's
Heisman Trophy winner, been
already tabbed by the San
Francisco 49ers, Thomas'
choice might have looked bad.
But Thomas later said that he·

was going with Griese all the
way. And his way of thinking has
certainly paid off. Griese is
, now one of the established stars
of the NFL, while Spurrier still
. sits on the bench in San
Francisco.
Next, Thomas began his
great trading binge. Asked to
name the best deals - he
produced, he said, "Paul
Warfield, Larry Little and
Nick Buoniconti."
Warfield, who Thomas stole
from Cleveland , is one of the
Dolphins' biggest scoring
treats, while Little, an exCharger, holds together the
offens(ve lirie, and Buoniconti,
an old Boston-Patriot ,
spearheads the defense at his
middle linebacking position.
But after six years and a
Super Bowl berth, Thomas left
the Dolphins for "personal
reasons.''
With the Colts, Thomas
joins a team that is already a
proven power and requires no
building. "This is a fine
football club," he said, "the
problem is to keep itthatway."
That's a problem Thomas
has never faced before.
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An afternoon thundei;shower nearly washed out the
Baltimore Colts first workout
at USF but the team finally ran
onto the soccer field nearly 50
minutes after the scheduled 4
p.m. starting ume.
Old pro Johnny Unitas led
the Colt contingent in a lap
around the track, but at the end . of the run, the 39-year-old .
veteran pulled up a poor last.
The piayers then lined up for
football
traditional
the
e·xercises. Everyone worked
hard trying to impress . the
-coaches, including early arrival
Norm Bulaich but Unitasmade
;ure that he didn't strain
himself.
N ~xt, the team members
prepared themselves to be
timed in the 40-yd. dash. With
all the aches and pains he's
received in his two year stint a~
a key Baltimore running back,
Bulaich turned in one of the
best times at 4.6 seconds.
Agility drills and hurdles
followed, with players finally
splitting up into individual
. workouts.
Unitas led a crew of
quarterback hopefuls,
including second year man
Karl Douglas, rookie C.W.
Post and Gary Wichard in
drills while the remaining Colts
practiced at their designatd
positions.

Terry Williams, a 6-1, 235lb. tight end~ was on hand
yesterday at the Baltimore
Colts opening workout.
But the former University of
New Mexico player didn't
participate. In fact; Williams is
"still thinking" about going
out for the team. You see, he is
only a junior at USf.
"Everybody dreams of
trying out for . the pros ,"
Williams said. "It would be an
experience just going out there.
But I'm still not sure."

Williams recently transferred
to USF fromHillsboroughJC.
"I played one year out West
(New Mexico) after leaving
Chamberlain," he said .
· "I spoke to one or two of the
·players and to the trainer and he
told me that I had to talk to the
head coach." Williams added
that before he begins play he
must sign a contract.
If he does decide to go out,
. Williams predictshischancesof
making the team are "slim,
·
very slim."

JEANS
HIP HUGGER$
MID RISE
FULL -RISE
Unlimited
Selection
from

Colts plan
worlcshop
Colt rookie workouts
are set at 9:30 a.m. and 4
p.m. for today and
Friday. The rookie camp
will ·be highlighted by a
scrimmage at 4 p.m. ,
Saturday.
After the arrival of-the
veteran Colts on Sunday,
a practice is set on that
day for 4: 15 p.m. Then
the Colts will work out
daily except Sundays at
9:30 a.m. and 4 p.m.
through July 30. Sunday
practices are limited to
one set .for 4 P,.m.

. I

$399
TANKS TOPS·&
KNIT TOPS $2-99. FROM

100'24 ·N. 30th Stre-et
Across from_Busch Gardens
Ph. 971 . . 4254
HOURS: 10-8

fAY-0 (
IS OPEN!
1212 W. KENNEDY
· across from Ferman Olds

t

1

t
t

MUSIC - POOL - PINBALL

t

GERMAN FUSSBAU
. !·!SANDWICHES!!
r,

f

.

9-6 Sat.

Thompson's ~uplex 2 Bottles $4.96

f

. f

t "Y0URHEALTHIS0URGREATESTC0NCE RN" f
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

$399

THE
LAYER LOOK
SLEEVELESS VESTS

t ~ Vitamins -& Organic -Foods
9:30-6:00 Sat.
t · 9:30-7:30 Mon.-Fri.

L

9-9 Mon .-Fri.

left. However, Unitas and
fi~ld-goal specialist Jim
O'Brien lingered around a few
minutes to get in extra practice.
They too left and with- them,
the first USF summer workout
for the Colts ended.

Colts may have· USF
hopeful try for position

t
t _FREE STRAWBERRY_HILL FOR LADIES
t
Every Night Through July From 8:30 - 9:30
f.
LARGE BUD DRAFT . 254

f

"

Third year coach Don McCafferty carefully · watched
:_ the players train to see what
kind of material · he has
upcoming for the 1972 season.
Nearly one hour after the
practice began, the players had

HOT & THICK .
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lndia n Peac e. Law fram ed Cons tituti on
---------***__________
By Rob~rt Mears
Special to The Oracle

"The Indians have been ignored for too lonf!,, but courses
such as this are finally appearing, helpinf!, to f!,ive Indians
the heritage they deserve."
-- Thomas Sanders,
professor of lndittn Lit.

What model did the framers
of the U.S. Constitution use for
their do.cument?
According to Thomas
Sanders, USF professor of
English, America's forefathers
used the American . Indian
Beyond recognit~on for the
Great Law of Peace for their
Indian contributions·, Sanders
'unique' document.
sees the importance of the
Indian
literature for all Americans.
- Sanders, a Cherokee
"It is wrong to deprive the
by birth , arid an adopted
native American student his
member of the Wampanoagbirthright. -The literary
Narragansett ·Nation, is
museum o.f the native
teaching a course on literature
written ·exclusively by Indians
American is as rich a storehouse
as the British Museum--only
from pre-Col~mbian times to
the present. He believes that the literature is different," said
•
rediscovery of the Indians' Sanders.
cultural and political heritage is _ Sanders said he feels that
important.
much of the interest in Indian
"The Indians have been
ignored for too long, but
courses stich as this are finall y
appearing, helping to give
Indians the heritage they .deserve," Sanders said.
The course covers material
on Indian religions, folk-heros ,
pre-Columbian poetr y,
- political documents, the great
orators such as Seattle and
Sitting Bull, and current
literature written by Indians.

----------***---.. .-------

•

I

>

literature is due to the younger
generation's need for a spiritual
group to believe in. He said he
believes students find
importapt answers in the
religioµs writings.
"The oldest literature of the
native American is his religious
accounts--as religious accounts
are the oldest literature of any
people. And that literature is as
subtle and abstract as any of the
later religions of Europe,"
Sanders said.

Sanders said the near- were melted for the gold they
destruction of Indian literature contained or destroyed becauseby the white settlers was one of they represented a pagan,
civilization's most barbaric barbaric celebration
of false
I
acts . This destruction was due gods," Sanders said.
to the failure of ·the white
Sanders also noted that the
settlers to · understand . the rhetorical achivements were
Indian's religion, despite the admired by the white man
greatness . of the religious despite the rejection of their
writings; he said.
content.
"The oratorical skills of the
leaders were the perfected
tribal
"The Wasicho (white
settler) encountered a literature rhetorical achievements so
both oral and written that admired by the Greeks and
included poetry unsurpassed emulated by the Europeans-by any civilization in 'the old skills that no less a language
world. That the Wasicho devotee than Thomas Jefferson
destroyed the artistic held up as the exemplary
accomplishments of the 2,000 ' models for his and later times
peoples he found on this when they appeared ,
continent cannot be denied nor _generation after generation, in
changed: The art1st1c the McGuffey Eclectic
achievements that he found Readers," Sanders said.

•..•
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De(11o to speak

•• !' _..

\

George Sheldon, who plan~
to run for the Florida State
Legislature, will speak for the
Young Democrats ·Monda-y at
8 p.m. in UC 201. •

'
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Semi-Private Bath

4200 ~- Fletcher
Tampa., Florida
' Phone 971-9550
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Luv misses the boat

By Ellie Sommer
Oracle Staff Writer

It certainly wasn!t luv at first
sight.
Theatre USF 's production
of Murray Schisgal's " Luv"
struggled through the first act.
Contrasting -Tom Dixon's (as
Milt
Manville)
vivacious
enthusiasm at the start of the
play was Jack Graiman's (as
Harry Berlin) perfect portrayal
of himself, which in itself is
marvelous, but I had com~ to
see I-Jarry Berlin.
Expecting Deena Kaye
(Ellen .Manville) to sweep the
pieces together when. she
entered the scene, I was agai~
disappointed by her apathetic

acting. Everybody tried to be
funny , but nobody succeeded.
Much of this .was due to the
excessive running about the
stage with little continuity.
I ' m afraid . Peter B.
O 'Sullivan missed the boat as it
sailed under set designer Van
Phillip's bridge. O'Sullivan
directed his cast all over the
stage, leaving little. room to
enjoy the hilarious dialogue.
The actors seemed so·caught up
in the blocking that they could
not concentrate on their
characters.
Admittedly the knifethrowing sequence was
rehearsed to perfection. But
"~l;JV" used other props whi_
ch
'Vere not so easily handled.

Sutntner blues?.
Summer school got you down? The UC ·Program
Council sponsors activities for summer students and focus
guests. Just think only two more weeks until final exams.
To keep you entertained until just before finals three more
.weekend movies are scheduled: "Good Guy s and the Bad
Guys," July 21 and 22 at 8 p.m. in LAN 1-03, " Can
Heironymous Merkin Ever Forget Mercy Humppe a;nd
Find True Happiness," July 28 and 29 at 8 p.m. in FAH
101, and "Hail Hero," Aug. 4 and 5 at 8 p.m. in LAN 103.
Admission is 50 cents.
· July 23-i7 the. Empty Keg will host five more Jam
· Sessions from 8:30-10:30 p.m. The musical jamborees are
free and anyone is invited to perform. Just get there early _
enough so you have time to play, sing or get together with
some other musicians.
The Theatre Department is play ing " Luv " tonight
·through
July 22 at 8 p.m. in -the T heatre Auditorium.
I
Admission is $1 for full-time USF students.

Dam~ged ~oncert seats
prompt new policies
By Vivian Muley
Oracle Staff Writer
When the Allman Brothers
appeared at Tampa's Curtis
Hixon Hall June 29, the
.audience stormed the stage or
stood on seats to get a better
view of the re·nowned
mus1c1ans.
As a result, the convention
hall's director and an area
promoter have decided to
adopt a ·new, seating
arrangements policy for future
rock conerts.
·
"We can't continue repairing
seats," . said Alaric Bingham,
_the hall's facilities manager. -·
Bingham said that the seats
are well built, · but cannot
withstand ·"bouncing up and
down .- Nobody minds
exuberance, but you can sit
down and clap," he said.
"Many people don't realize
that standing on seats is
dange_rous, it damages
property and other people are
unable to see.''
The proposed · policy will
clear the .center floor area of
reserved seats and open it to
general admission tickets.
According to Bingham, with
general admission only a
certain amount of tickets can be
sold because of a ruling by the
fire marshall. All section AA,
BB, . and ;CC seats . will be
cleared for people to sit or stand
on the main floor, he said.
Bingham said the new policy
would not be used for all
concerts, b_u t to those
promoters who request it. "We
,I

think it might solve the
problem though," he said.
·Marge Sexton, Gulf Artists
Productions promoter, said, " I
don't understand why people
have to be so inconsiderate blocking others view atid
damaging_property. I just hope
this will help solve the
problem."
The new policy will get its
first try out at Curtis H ixon
when Gulf Artists presents Yes
in concert, Sept. 16.

YAMAHA

HUSQVARNA

TRIUMPH
BSA

Why did Deena have to work
so hard to pull down a chart of
Milt and Ellen's sex life?
But
for · all
my
disappointment with the first
act, l was intrigued and
stimulated by the second. Jack
Graiman disappeared; and
there before my eyes was
Harry Berlin. Dixon tamed
down, worried less. about
where he was standing, and
used his enthusiasm to ;help
Graiman move the play to a
smashing finale.
Deena came back on stage
with her hair down and
dressed,
(compliments of
costume designer William
Lorenzen) in a kicky,flattering
outfit that definitely added
color .to the monochromatic
set.
And then the fun began.
Tom, who had only been .
with the cast ,a few weeks,
replacing Nat Sieg3-l, buzzed
on stage atop a Vespa with the
engine running. Thanks to
O'Sullivan, the motor vehicle
did not become a dead prop. He
staged around it, through it,
and even over it!
Tom and Deena were
delightful. Jack puddled on
stage and was pathetic, wh_ich is
exactly how he should have
been. He moved with complete
ease and delivered his lines with
precision and just enough
boyishness to show Harry's
immaturity.
That's when I fell in love.
Jack was whimsical and
really funny. He was-oblivious
to the Manville's intentions to
throw him over the bridge. So
oblivious that Tom, went over
the bridge, twice.
And once again Lorenzen
showed his true colors. After
each dunking, poor Milt
Manville, who only wanted his
wife back from a six-week
marriage to his degenerate
friend Harry, appeared on
stage clad in ridiculous outfits
and dripping wet.
The three actors brought the
play to wonderful end , with the
help - .of a little dog that
wondered on stage to confront
the dejected Harry Berlin.

ANn

PENTON

RICKMAN
I

~a~lll's of )t. l5ampa. :Inc.

Folk dancing for all
International Folk Dancing at the University Chapel
fellowship happens every Friday from 7:30-10:30
p~m. Beginners are welcome.

Dial-a-co ncert?
If you're confused about
exactly what concert is when,
dial 971-3600. Brian Feldman
or Glen Stites will be happy to
help.
The "Concert Line" is an
original innovation by Brian
Michael Productions which
gives_ information on all area
music performances.
The week-old project is
" really coming along, " Stites
said. "We have about 100 calls
a day, even from Orlando."
"We want to try to get
T ampa together; Concert Line
is a reliable source that kids can
count on," he said.
Both F efdman _and Stites said
the line gives them an
opponunity to find out what
area people want in the way of a
concert. They can relate this
information to promoters, and
everybody benefits when a lot

come to a really good concert.
"The whole communication
network in this town -is not
really working," Feldman said.
"We hope to pull things
together."
Brian F eldm_;m 1s the
"originator and sole· owner of
the production company. He is
business major at USF. Stites is
a sociology major, also at USF.
They said the combination is
great for running a promotion
business.

JACKSON'S
BICYCLE STORE .
114 BUFFALO AVE.
HOURS 9-5 6 DAYS
PHONE 232:0661

GITANE
IS HERE

leorgewlll
give you the shirt
, off h11 rack.
Shop Monday and
ThursdayJil 9pm

8920 N . ARMENIA AVE:
TAMPA . FLA . 33604
935 - 2464 - 933 - 3528

Open 8:30 am to 6 pm
Tues. & Thurs. to 8 pm

LIBERATION
MUSIC SERVICE
11'12 BUSCH BLVD.
•Newest rele,ased LP's a_t fair prices
•Decent selection of older LP's that may surprise you
•Special orders for harder to find LP's (average special
order takes less than a week)
•Special order tapes, cassettes, quadrolonic
., •Water be.d s - 14.50 (guarantee-5 years)
•Bean bag chairs - 23.50

PHONE 935-5912

HOURS: 8:30 to 11 :30

-1
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NEBRASK A . A_
All

ALL

SEATS

DAY

OPEN 9 A .M. DAILY

•·
■

''A FREQUENTLY
OUTRAGEOUS ·rlLM'' - .
-Judith Crist, New York Magazine

T
RELEA SED BY U-M FILM DISTRIBUTORS INC.

~.

872 9387

-

AUSTIN

STARTS FRIDAY

CONTINU OUS SHOWS FROM 11 :45 am
MIDNIGH T SHOWS FRI. & SAT.

N.WESTSHORE BLVD.& 1.:.4

ame old
tory, a figh
or love ·
nd glory.

~ -- RESTAURANT &

SUPPER CLUB

~~-,,,

APPEARING IN THE SUPPER CLUB

GRAND. OPENING
TONIGHT .

·. ECALDWElLS
DIRECT-FROM LAS VEGAS

·

-

"A GOOD GROUP"

• JOHN SIGRAVIS WASH. STAR

ALSO ·

THE COMEDY OF:

BARRY·THOMAS
LUNCHEON SERVED .11 AM to 2 PM
DINNER SERVED 6'PM to .10 PM

3 .A.M.
COCKTAILS 'Till
'.

A mus t see in -Tampa
Adult motion pictures. You must be 18 years of age and
prove it _to gain admittance. Daily 11 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Midnight shows Saturday.

_
. _PROGRAM CHANGES
_MONDAYS & FRIDAYS EVERY WEEK

-1503 7th AVENUE . TAMPA
248-1378_
Ill

,.

NOW APPEARING IN THE ·
COCKTAIL.LOUNGE
NIGHTLY

. THE. LOIS BRITTON ENTOURAGE
.'1flQ.~LCONDUCTTDURSDOWN
..
j,v•JV

THE FILM HALL OF FAME•• •

,

I
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Safari
100 paces
N. of ·Busch Blvd.

'

.........

·OPEN FOR
LUNCH $1.50

' -~
-·
'. \~ ' .

--

·WALi WALi 65¢

.

A NEW _W ORLD. . OF DINING ·

Dine in the Kenya, Nairobi, Safari Room or
· your own hut in th,e Voodoo lounge.

9302 N.·30th St. ~
· Congenial Guides ,

932-6337 .
.~Banquet Facilities

ENTERTAINMENT -SWIMING

FRIDAY
&
. SATURDAY

·

For Rent
Need I woman ro share duple;x wirh
same. ear Busch and· ebraska. £70
mo. plus util. Call 832-2477after 5:30.
Bea·ch home for rent: wk / mo .. 2
b·edrm, furn, on Boca Ciega Bay. across
st. fr. Gulf, Treas . Isl. $135 wk for
four; U p/ day per add'! per. 988-4294
after 6 p.m. ·
·
~CW building-Leg I BR furnished apt,
wall to wall carpeting, air conditioned,
pool, laundry rm, no pets. $140 mo. 2
blks. N .of Fletcher OJ'l 23rd St. -Res
Mngr. 971-0385.

I Bedroom Duplex apartment, air
conditioned', furnish~ .• $100 a mo.;
water, garbage included, near USF.
12409 ·N. 15th St. Must rent by Aug ,
·
1st. Call 971-3102
Paradise Village of Tampa, 621-2392,
opening Phase II which includes
· Recreation. Clubhouse, 2nd swimming
pool, all underground utilities, paved
streets & walks.
Female roommate wanted to share
· house. Own room. $60 mo . plus 1/ 2
milities. Lau,ndry facilities. Ph. 9331882 after 6 p.m. Linda

Help Wanted

NITE
Need $45 a week? Work 15 hours; 3
evenings & half day Sat. or 4 evenings ,
& no Saturday. Car necessary. Neat
appearance. For interview call 9889151.

THIS WEEKEND
CONCERTE PRESENCE
.. Mll(E HY.DE

l)OOR PRIZES FURNISHED BY
•Music Phile
•Leather Odyssey
•The He~vy Place

-------Classified A d s - - - -

BAY CAMPUS
COFFEE
HOUSE

POSITIONS OPEN
Full time and part time warehouse
stockmen. Day and night shifts. Apply
Personnel Dept., IO a.m.-5 p.m .
MAAS BROS., Home E~vironmen·t
Center, 4130 Gandy Blvd.
Join the UN-POLLUTED.
GE ERA TI ON! Sell all-job BASICH, the Organic biodegr:\dable cleaner'
Choose your own hours .
Opportunities unlimited. Call 98878 i 4.

COMPLETE SALES AND
SERVICE ON .ALL PORTABLE & ELECTRIC
TYPEWRITERS &.
ADDING MACHINES. .
.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
20% OFF
FO~ ·ALL STUDENTS
9405 . N. N-EBRASKA AVE:
PHONE 229-2201
FREE ESTIMATES

CLERICAL POSITlO S
Full rime and part time positions
1
available. Da y & nightl hifrs. App ly
Personnel Office. IO a.m.-5 p.m .
MAAS HOS .. Hom<7 Environment
Center. +130 (iandy ~lvd.
College girl or _womarymornings for 2
wks helping with laundry, cooking,
light cleaning - beginning of Aug.
after arrival of baby. Own car, wages to
be-dis(lJssed. 949~6540.

( iolf Cluh set-Excellent shape. 3.5 .7 .9
irons, also putter and two woods, hag
and JO golf balls. $20. Call 971-391 L
TELEVISION-RCA color porrahle.
excellent condition. Only $ I 00. Call
971-6028.
Schwinn Super Sport 10-speed bike in
ve rv nice shape; will be a good friend .
Asking $80. Call 985-2-{} l O. leave your
number. 1 will call you back~

Need reliable nanny for'2 children for
Services Offered
the rest of the summer. Transportation
Fl.etcher
.
and references required. West
. Wedding
PHOTOGRAPHER.
area. Call 932-1130 evenings.
Invitations; prices start at $10.95 per;
100 to $200 per iOO; also with your
VACANT POSITlQNS AT U .S.F.
·I'he following positions an; to be filled: -choice · photo engraved on card. ;
Numerous samples to pick from. Call
Personnel Technician Ill-$ 10,398;
626-4668.
Assistant Campus Postmaster-$5846;
*Computer Systems Analyst l-$9166;
TYPING-FAST,
NEAT,
Keypunch Operator-$4802; Learning
ACCURATE.
All
types
of
work .
Research Specialist (50%Hii4854; ANina Schiro, 111 iO N. 22nd St. 971V Technician-$5554; Audio-Visual
2139. If no answer, 235-3261.
Librarian-$7788;
E lectronic
Technician
1-$6118;
Radio-TV
Engineer ll-$8665; Photographer 1$6118; Maintenance Mechanic-$73 71;
Maintenance
Repairman-$5554;
Electrician-$73 71; Boiler Ope.rator 11$6535; Animal Technician l-$4573;
Lab Technologist 11-$7371; Nursery
Foreman 1 (50%)-$2923; *Secretary
Hl-$5554;
*Secretary · ll-$4802;
~Secretary II (50% )-$2401 ; *Clerk
Typist : Ill-$5032; *Clerklll-$4802;
*Clerk Typist 1-$4364; *Clerk l.$4364; *Clerk 1-$3 758; *Sales Clerk l$3946; *Receptionist-$4364; *Store
Keeper f-$5304; *Mail Clerk II$4573;n . ¾Mail - Clerk . l-$3946.
(*Require Testing) For a d~ily up-date
of vacant positions call the "Job Linc"
974-2879. Interested persons should
contact Personnel Services for
determination of eligibility and
referral. THE UNIVERSITY .OF
SOUTH FLORIDA lSAN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

SPECIALIZED TYPIST
4 years quality work - Turabian USFCampbell, Dissertations-Term Papers-'
Thesis-Resumes, etc. IBM Selectric, •
Pica - 884-1969 Gloria.

Automotive
'66 Chevy-excellent mechanically,
good body . $500 or best offer.
•Sacrafice! Phone 971-0170 after 3 .
1970 BMW 2002-excellent condition,
new radial tires. $2000. Call 9? 1-6028.
1965 Olds Vista Cruiser-fully
equipped-needs work. $300 or best
offer. Call Chris at 876-1149 after 5
p.m.

Lost & Found
Found: your lost articles! Check with
_the UC Desk to claim items collected
during this and the previous.2 quarters.

Misc. for Sale
----. ·---- ... ~This is your LEVI store. We hav~
denim & corduroys _ in regulars &
BELLS. Also, boots, shirts & Western
hats . Only 10 _l!lin . from campus.
Bermax Western Wear 8702 Nebraska .

Found: money on campus. Call Pat at
971-7137 anytime.

Radio AM / FM , 2 Police Bands,
AC/ DC. Radio Shack, portable $30or
best offer. Eta do.rm No. 108, Jerry
Blondell, 97~-6541.

.For Sale: l 968 12 x 52' 2-Bdrm Mobile
•Home. Air conditioned, furnished, 40'
awning, near USF. $3900. Call 9.711349.

SEXY-Honda PC50. Can be pedalled
or flip a lever & convert to 50cc power.
150mpg. Reliable. dependable
transportation . $125 . Call 988-2881.

·Wh y pay rent? Nice 8x32 Mobile
Home for sale. Furnished. Good
- condition. Just right for couple. $950
cash. Call Pat at 971-83 73 after 2 p.m.

Mobile Homes

A -NEW TWIST
FROM.

·ff

MAYE'S SUB SHO~;{°;~
STORE-TO-DOOR

FOOD DELIVERED HOT
IN OUR NEW PORT ABLE OVENS.
TRY IT ..• FOR DELIVERY

TONIGHT

-thru
SUNDAY

AGI
(The GroJp Tha_t Toured The States
with Joe Cocker)

3300 S. Dale Mabry
2 drinlc minimum
on weekends
Girls minimum age 18

PHONE .9 71-2018

FAST

DOMINO'S ·p·1 zzA

HOT
NOW OPEN
.
FREE 2030 E. FLETCHER. AVENTJE
DELIVERY
971-7875
AND

S_u n.-T:hurs. 5 pr:,, - 1 am
Fri. & ,S at. 5 pm - 2 am
THE PIZZA PEOPLE ; PERIOD

;l .

\
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DA Y CAR E
Center t9 open to st~den ts i.n fall
1

By Ellie Sommer
Oracle Staff Writer
A day care service for 60
children of USF students will
begin operation in September,
according to Robert Sechen,
chairman of the Student
Finance Committee.
The pilot project has, been
approved by Di-. Joe Howen;
vice president=' for Stucient
Affairs and student activity fees
have been allocated, Sechen
said.
·"Close -to $6,000 from
Student Activity and Service
·Fees (SASF) is being held in
reserve to begin the project,"
he added.
The. pilot program may be
funded by the · federal
government in · the future
because of a $2.9 billion bill
approved by the Senate in June
which -would se L up a
nationwide system ofc hild care
centers, he added.
The government measure
would provide service free to
the poor. and charge small fees
for more affluent families. The
centers would make available
social and medical family
services to the estimated 5million preschool · children
whose mothers work to
support thell}.
The USF center is still in
rough planning stages, but
certain guidelines ·have beenestablished.
Acco rd ing to a report
written by Sechen, the
proposed USF program will
accommodate two shifts of 30
children each, ages 2-5. A child
may only be registered for one
shift, Sechen said, and children
selected · will at first be
restricted to those of full-time ·
USF studen·ts who . show a
financia l need.
Proposed _foes· for the day
care ·will be $1 per child per half
day, which is _cheaper than
other centers, Sechen said.
Although 15 per cent of the
USF student population have
children, the limited enrollment
and tight qualifications for the
center will be necessary to
maintain the program on a pilot
basis, he said.
T he center will · have one full-time director and four part- .
tim e assistants. T he
these .
for
qualifications
been
yet
positions h;tve nqt
established, but according to
Sechen, the student assistants
will probably be from the
College of Education or ielated
fields .
Contract and lease
negotiatio~s are underway
with the Catholic ~tudent
Center, proposed home forthe
day care service. Fath~r Austin ·
MuHen, who will be coordinating - the program
through the church, is - very pleased with the project.
': In _ exchange for services
provided · by ihe · Catholic
Center, the University would
provide child liability and
accident coverage along with
monthly . rent in~tallments to
the Catholic Center," Sechen's
1
report states.

service--children
-------- ---•-iri c------- ---- . babysitting
learn "cognitive skills," take

"/n exchange for services ,provided by the Catholic Center,
·th~ University would P,01.Jide child liability and accident
coverage alung with munthly rent instaltmen.ts to the
Catholic Center," --·sc report

-----------•••-------------.

The College of Education
has expressed·cooperation with ·
the program and hopefully the ·
college will aid the program by
offering credit for students
who wish to volunteer their
services, he said.
The report states: "The
students of the University will
gain an educational experience
through their work and
coordination _with the day care
facility. The children of·
students at the day c.are center
will be recipients of not only a
"babysitting service" but of an
educational service. Hopefully
this coordination will be

i

achieved _very .soon after the
director is chosen."

USF's St.· Petersburg
already
Campus has
implemented a day care service
for students. The program _is
dperated by · a full-time
director, Liz Moore, under
superv1s10n of Wayne
Hoffman., director of Student
Affairs.
Thr~e · as;istants, Diane _
Twar, Linda Wilson and Louis
Young work part-time and are
paid out of student activity
'
fees. (SASF).
The center there is not a

atmosphere, rather than
becoming just babysitters,"
Twar explained.
trips to museums, and learn to
Even something as simple as ·
swim.
Open from 8a.m.-6p.m.,the ' ope~ing a can of juice is turned
into a iearning experience, she.
center has two shifts· with 15
children each, ages· 2-5. Snacks, _ said. Nap-time works on a
merit system and gold star,s are
drinks and play equipm~nt are
purchased from. the $1-a-day. given to children who really go
to sleep._
fee charged to parents on a
.Gigi Mora, 3EDU, said she
said.
Moore
,
quarterly basis·
thinks the program is very
They rely entirely on this
good. She leaves her children at
money, as funds from SASF
the center while attending •
are used· to . pay salaries, she
classes. "The
afternoon
said.
children really learn," she said.
"We try to keep a t~ching
PHONE 986-1400

AGUILAR
CYCLE SALES
WE SPECIALIZE IN CHOPPERS
ALSO USED HARLEYS & PARTS
AND OTHER MOTORCYCUES
AUTHORIZED HODAKA DEALER

ALSO 5 and 10 SPEED BICYCLES
1 M l·LE WEST Of" 301
ON FOWLER AVENUE

TAMPA.

,
FLORIDA

TOGETHER AT
1
1
·
'GET
.
\. . .~1
GET TOGETHER"
\J"MU STAN G'S _
.

~

THIS -WEE KEND

GIANT _
fc
~<i!~:,\ . SU.MIER SALE!
MODELS
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MUST BE SOLD
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TO MAKE ROOM FOR THE '73's
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Ho~~i,Gs
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COKES!

REGISTER FOR DRAWINGS_
(RCA RADIOS)

i,.,

/

~,,,

BRING .THE WHOLE
FAMILY .TO
SEE THE CLOWN! .

-

NustalllJ
MO.BILE

L~

SAT: · 10-6 .
SUN: 1-6

H.OMES
10914 N. -NEBRASKA -AVE.

